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Minutes being read from january meeting
Agenda being handed out
Minutes are aproved
May meeting is still not aprroved
The school budget is on the table.
Waiting on a parent who wants to speak
Teachers who want to present we are waiting on
Ms. Diamrco is the time keeper today- she will keep the
time for today. She will decide if someone is being too
long
Cep 1- by june 2019 as a rsult of before and after school
programs- there will be a 30%increase in tclass
9 5th graders that are trageted - 3 of the 9 have moved to
on grade level. Every student of the 9 has moved atleast
one level. Based on january data.

In 4th grade, 14 targeted students. 5 of the 14 moved to
on level.
In second grade we have 12 of 19 students targeted
morning program. One of the targeted students is
recieving more services in terms of special education and
another through the L program.
In 3rd grade 14 of the 16 targeted children need to move 1
level to be a level 3
1st grade we have 20 of our target students in the morning
program. 19 of the 20 moved levels.
We are at 22.4% of our 30% goal at this point in the year.
Mr. portleos is unable to attend today.
Mr. costudio is going to be a member of the slt team.
What makes an offical member- the intention is for the title
1 member to be a mandated member. It is the intention
but hasnt been approved. Mr. Martuccio is waiting for the
final word.
Ms. Richards- review all the info she had with parent
engagement. She review how many parents came in to
the building between october and now.
Writers celebration and evidence walks- 120 parents
Math meetings and ntn workshops with parents - 30 to 40
parents
Parent engagement in general- echalk, myon, phone
blasts, news blast
In november 462 parents

Between november and january 690 parents
Ms. Fountaine- disney seesaw
So the parents can check in and be updated on the
progress.
Taking pictures of the students painting
Videos of students practicing
Mr custudio mentioned to post a trailer
The see saw videos will evolve inside the classroom
Title 3 before school- ELA, MATH
We gave a mock math test and ela test and we are waiting
for the results.
We reschuffled the morning programs to make sure we
took into account growth and we wanted students in the
right ranges
43 students in the play
40 students in the play
90 in basketball
Morning program - 200 targeted student tier 3 rti
Mr. Custudio- Pac committee
Pac works accordingly with SLT
THE PURPOSE of the pac is focused on the funding for
parent engagement
The pac has to follow guidelines
Mr. custudio is looking to collabrate with involved in ps 13.
SLT has to approve fundings

6,050 is the 1% been set aside.
Mr. Custido said that the budget may be 6,650
Staten island schools are allocated money for translating.
We use that money during state exams to translate.
Family fun day and resource fair. Funding would go to
workshops. The parents need guidance for homework.
Mood meter on the home front. Finical welness, bullying
The idea is to have the parents inside and have activities
for the kids outside.
3296 money is for translation
The pac would run the fun night
Pac stands for parent advisory committee
Possible do it on a saturday
The funding can only go to how parents can be engaged
The slt team decides on the workshops
The activities comes from outside funding
Survey is being created right now for feed back
Purchase orderrs need to be done by april 30th
Fair has to be done by june 30th
When can we look at the survey and what questions do
we want to ask on the survey. What are the answers and
how can we get it done by april 30th
Can we get a parent representive from each sub group
that we are looking to target
There are codes within that 6650 that need to be known to
determine the venders.

In previous years we used the pac money for fun nights.
We still have the money in tact.
Next step is getting this survey together for the parents
Possible idea is a movie night in the school

